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Welcome to the second part of our Shop Small Gift Guide! Ready 
for some more of our favorite places and gift ideas?! Let’s dive in 
and support all of these wonderful businesses. 

You may know this darling shop from one of our favorite brand 
features and you can bet that we will be giving out a lot of Thalken 
gifts this year! Run by one of the coolest, most talented couples 
EVER, this place was designed to help you find the perfect gift for 
anyone on your l ist. Their beautifully hand-made jewelry, gorgeous 
candles, crystal bar, and inventory of all kinds of treats from local
and small makers means that you can find that one perfect treat or 
curate the best gift package of all time in one place. 

Designed by two badass babes who are out there showing everyone 
what’s what, Frolik Beauty recently launched with gorgeous 
sustainable, vegan, essential-oil free face oils and their vibe is 
EVERYTHING. As the cold weather sets in, give the gift of beautiful 
skincare – and when this is all over, we will all emerge straight-up 
radiant. We promise.

This shop is a Nashville sweetheart (that loves straight-talk and curse 
words) that blends artistic talent with great vintage and offers 
products that are wildly unique. Check out their site for “naughty 
needlepoint” and make sure to follow them on Instagram – where they 
showcase the coolest artwork and fashion pieces that you can buy 
through the shop there!
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We adore Liz from Six Vintage Rugs and her products are as
awesome as she is! Every week, she shares new inventory of 
hand-curated vintage Turkish rugs (on sale if you jump on it in the 
first 24 hours a piece is l isted) and our l ife goal is to have one of her 
rugs in every single room here. She also offers custom sourcing 
(bril l iant), vintage-inspired prints, and the coolest Christmas 
collection of tree skirts and stockings made from vintage rugs! Don’t 
want to make the choice for someone on your l ist? We don’t blame 
you…so pick-up a gift card for the shop!

DONATE!

This one-woman show brings with it talent and aesthetic that makes 
us drool! From beautiful hand-embroidered treats to absolutely 
beautiful prints, apparel, pins, and more – we just want to crawl into 
the world that owner Erika has created and live in there for a while 
(or forever). Her Southwestern, vintage influence is meaningful and 
always jaw-dropping. Especially the new Milagros Art Print, just in 
case anyone is asking for us!

This may not be technically “shop small” but at Catapult, 
this year we are all about giving the gift of giving, too. 
Instead of client gifts, we will be shopping for two children 
and a senior to deliver gifts through the Salvation Army. 
And as some personal gifts, we are making donations in 
honor of the people we love to some wonderful charities 
that mean a lot to us. Consider a local rescue that may be 
struggling this year (for us, it’s Underdogs Rescue Co, 
where co-founder Kate fosters awesome dogs), 
educational charities that support kids in getting 
everything they need to succeed, or donate to the 
campaigns in Georgia to give then gift of making change. 
Giving is fun, but so is giving back!


